Factsheet Proof of Delivery Solution

What is proof of delivery?
Proof of delivery (POD): A Proof of Delivery is the copy of
document returned to the seller after being signed off by
the recipient. By signing the Delivery Note, the recipient
acknowledges that items or services have been received,
and that accountability is now passed from the seller to the
recipient.
Delivery note: A document that accompanies a shipment
or delivery of goods and services that lists the description
and quantity of the goods and services delivered. The copy
of the document, signed by the recipient, is returned to the
seller as proof of delivery.

Proof of delivery

According to Field Technologies’ mobility report:
60% of field service companies are not using
automation software
82% identified optimising their mobility as a key
factor in their strategy for the year ahead
Processes are still manual and mostly depend on paper.
Papers often get lost or damaged during transportation and
handling and quickly stack up in messy piles back at the
office. Five percent of delivery notes get lost and have to be
resubmitted and signed, not well for customer confidence.
Since posting delivery notes cannot start until the truck is
back, real-time communication with the customer is not
possible. Changes in the order or the inventory have to be
keyed in manually. Processing delivery notes takes days, and
handwritten scribbles make adjustments unreliable and
difficult to scan.

Target buyers and what they want:
1.

The operations manager looking to eliminate paper and
go mobile.

2.

The accounting manager is looking to increase
accuracy.

3.

The IT manager wants a solution that easily adapts
to their systems and processes and that requires no
changes to the current ERP system.

4.

The CFO expects to lower the operational cost and
improve the customer experience.

What to ask?

What are the main problems?
The process is error-prone and time-consuming because
the delivery note needs to pass through several hands
before it’s safely captured back in the system.

1.

Do you lose delivery notes? If so, how much labour is
required to replace them?

2.

Have you ever delivered something twice to the same
customer because you lost the delivery note?

3.

Do you need to transition to digital?

4.

Can you easily modify your delivery note design?

5.

Do you want to receive the delivery notes back at the
office in real time after each delivery?

6.

Can you add visual or interactive content to the
information collected in the field?

7.

Do you know where each delivery is in the process and
can you send automatic messages to customers?

8.

Are delivery notes entered manually into your system? If
so, what is the labour cost?

9.

Do you have a process for detecting data entry errors? If
so, what is the labour cost?

10. What is your error rate and how much time is spent
resolving errors?
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